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The south coast resort of Lyme Regis has for many years been threatened by a combination of marine erosion and active landslides.
Multidisciplinary studies instituted by West Dorset District Council (WDDC) as part of a succession of environmental improvement
plans included geological surveys and an extensive drilling programme. The most recent works, Phase IV, included the stabilisation
of landslides abutting the eastern side of the town and the construction of a new sea wall. Part of the Phase IV area, Church Cliffs
and East Cliff and the adjacent intertidal area fall within the Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site (the ‘Jurassic Coast’
WHS). The geological importance of the exposures is also reflected in their designations as Geological Conservation Review sites
(GCRs) for Lower Jurassic stratigraphy, fossil fishes and fossil reptiles. In addition to the geological data gathered in advance of
the design of the engineering works, the drainage and wall-foundation excavations were geologically monitored. Concerns
expressed at the design stage that the works might destroy or make inaccessible some unique part of the stratigraphical succession
proved unfounded. Since the completion of the new sea wall, the intertidal area fronting the wall has been almost entirely sediment
free with the result that the geology is currently better exposed than at any previous time on record.
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INTRODUCTION
Lyme Regis can trace its origin back for over 1000 years to a
fishing settlement sited on the left bank of the River Lim
adjacent to its outfall (Figure 1). There has been a church at this
locality since 1145 or earlier (Roberts, 1834; Fowles, 1991),
constructed on a small, flat-topped promontory that was largely
protected from the effects of marine erosion by a cliff of Jurassic
Blue Lias Formation and Blue Lias limestone ledges (Figure 2).
The town has a history of building protective sea walls and
groynes that dates back to medieval times. On the west side of
the town, the 13th century Cobb wall protecting the harbour is
thought to be the oldest working breakwater of its type in the
country. On the east side, the construction of the Eastern Jetty
(1662 or earlier; Bull, 2015) led to enhanced erosion at the
junction with Church Cliffs in the area adjacent to St Michael's
Church. Roberts (1834) reported that 90 ft (c. 27 m) of Church
Cliffs had been lost between 1803 and 1833 due to a
combination of marine erosion and the removal of limestone
from the cliffs and intertidal outcrops for cement manufacture
and building stone. Erosion of the cemetery and the presence
of graveyard bones on the beach (Fowles, 1990) led to a ban
on stone working along that part of the cliff with the result that
by the late nineteenth century it was again partially protected
from marine erosion by a natural apron of fallen limestone
blocks derived from the Blue Lias. These mostly came from the
thicker beds exposed in the cliff and probably also from the
intertidal ledges during storms.
A short length of sea wall and three groynes to protect the
church were completed in 1910. This stabilised the bottom part
of the cliff adjacent to the church, but the processes of
weathering and shallow-seated landslide formation continued

in the overlying Charmouth Mudstone Formation. A new sea
wall designed to protect the full length of Church Cliffs was
completed in 1957. Much of this was founded directly on Blue
Lias limestones and mudstones with the result that the more
vulnerable parts, those founded on more fractured rocks, were
undermined from to time during storms. Remedial works
included the construction of 14 groynes and concrete aprons in
1969 and the infilling of fracture zones with concrete and/or
bituminously cemented beach cobbles. None of these was
lastingly successful with the result that by the late 1990s some
of the wall was in poor condition and parts were again
undermined during storms. On the east side of the town and
eastwards from there, failure surfaces in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous rocks have given rise to the Black Ven-Spittles
landslide complex (Figure 1, 2), the western part of which has
been especially active during the past 100 years. This
reactivated older failure surfaces that caused the complex to
migrate westwards to the point where it posed a threat to the
urban area and the Lyme Regis to Charmouth road.
The geology beneath much of Lyme Regis and the adjacent
area consists of Blue Lias and Charmouth Mudstone formations
(Lias Group) unconformably overlain by the Cretaceous Gault
and Upper Greensand formations (Figure 3) which give rise to
a variable thickness of Head Deposits on the lower slopes. The
Jurassic and Cretaceous successions are well documented. Early
descriptions of the Jurassic rocks of the area include those of
Maton (1797), De Luc (1805), Townsend (1813) and De la
Beche (1822, 1826) who provided the first complete
descriptions of the lithological and palaeontological
successions. Later descriptions of the stratigraphy that contain
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bed-by-bed thickness measurements include those of Day
(1865), Wright (1860), Woodward (1893) and Lang (1914 –1936).
These and other early studies, including specialist accounts of
particular aspects of the stratigraphy and sedimentology, have
been reviewed by Callomon and Cope (1995), Hesselbo and
Jenkyns (1995) and Simms et al. (2004), and in a more popular
format in the World Heritage Site Nomination (Anon, 2000).

is laterally variable in detail, that some of these variations are
due to the effects of penecontemporaneous faulting (Gallois,
2008a), and that the principal landslide failure surfaces are
restricted to 3 or 4 thin (mostly < 10 mm thick) beds in the
Shales-with-Beef (Gallois, 2008b, 2009).
The full thickness of the Black Ven Marl was proved in the
Phase IV site investigation boreholes to be present beneath
sandy Drift Deposits in the inland part of the area. The
overlying Belemnite Marl comprises rhythmic alternations of
more and less calcareous, pale grey and dark grey mudstones.
It is present beneath the north-west part of the Phase IV area,
but is wholly obscured by drift deposits. The calcium carbonate
content of the member is markedly higher than that of the
underlying mudstones with the result that it forms a relatively
stable cliff within the Black Ven-Spittles landslide complex that
separates the landslides generated in the Cretaceous rocks from
those in the Jurassic rocks (Figure 4).

Cretaceous rocks
The Gault comprises a < 2 m thick bed of smectite-rich
mudstone and sandy mudstone that weathers to weak swelling
clay that has given rise to extensive landslides that impinge on
the eastern margin of Lyme Regis. Failure surfaces in the Gault
cause collapse in the overlying, largely decalcified Upper
Greensand calcareous sandstones and calcarenites (Gallois,
2004) with the result that debris flows and liquefied sand
combine with the Jurassic mudstones to produce some of the
largest coastal landslides and mudflows and in Europe
(Brunsden, 1984). Smaller landslides occur in the weaker parts
of the Lias, notably in the Shales-with-Beef.

Head and landslide deposits

Figure 1. Geographical sketch map of Lyme Regis and the area
covered by the Phase IV engineering remedial works.

GEOLOGICAL

SETTING

Jurassic rocks
In the Lyme Regis area, the Blue Lias consists of 26 to 28 m
of thinly-interbedded fine-grained limestones (c. 40 vol.%) and
organic-rich and carbonate-rich mudstones. The upper half of
the formation is exposed in East Cliff where it was measured by
Lang (1914), and who allocated the numbers (1 to 49) to the
succession in which the limestone beds have odd numbers and
the intervening mudstones have even numbers. The succession
is made up of rhythmic alternations of thinly interbedded
organic-rich mudstones and calcareous mudstones. The current
consensus is that the rhythms are related to climatic changes
induced by Milankovitch orbital cycles (Weedon, 1986), and
that the limestones formed by diagenetic segregation of calcium
carbonate in the carbonate-rich parts of the succession shortly
after deposition. As a result, many of the individual limestone
beds are laterally impersistent or variable in thickness over
distances of tens to hundreds of metres. In contrast, a sequence
of 48 rhythms exposed in East Cliff can be matched in detail
with that exposed c. 3 km SW in cliffs at Pinhay Bay on the
west side of the town.
The Charmouth Mudstone succession, which comprises c.
90 m of mudstones with a few thin (< 30 cm thick) limestone
beds, is wholly exposed in the cliffs between Lyme Regis and
Charmouth where the formation was divided by Lang (1926;
1936) into the Shales-with-Beef, Black Ven Marl and Belemnite
Marl members on the basis of gross lithology. Field surveys and
site-investigation boreholes made for the Lyme Regis Phase II
and Phase IV schemes (see below) showed that the succession
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Up to 5 m of heterogeneous Head Deposits that formed by
combinations of solifluction, slope-wash and soil creep are
widely distributed in the inland part of the Phase IV area. Much
of the Head on the higher slopes comprises sand and chert
derived from the Upper Greensand. On the middle and lower
slopes, this material is mixed with Jurassic clays. Part of the
Phase IV area is underlain by landslides, some of which are
currently active. Shallow-seated landslides are present in deeply
weathered Shales-with-Beef mudstones in Church Cliffs and
above East Cliff. The extension of the Black Ven-Spittles
landslide complex, which encroaches onto the eastern margin
of the Phase IV area, has been well documented in the last 100
years. The medieval Lyme Regis to Charmouth road, of which
only Spittles Lane now remains (Figure 2), was replaced by a
new road above Black Ven in 1825. This was breached by
landslides within a few years and had to be closed in 1880
(Woodward and Ussher, 1911). Its replacement, referred to as
the Old Charmouth Road (Figure 1) was opened in 1885
(Downes, 1885), but was soon breached by landslides and was
finally closed to traffic in 1935. The most recent large-scale
activities in the complex have been (i) renewed movements in
the Cretaceous rocks in February 2001 following the second
wettest winter on record which resulted in a westerly extension
of the Upper Greensand scarp face of c. 200 m, and (ii) a large
failure in the Shales-with-Beef below The Spittles in May 2008
(Gallois, 2009).

Geological structure
The geological structure of the Lyme Regis area is relatively
simple. A low regional easterly to south easterly dip is broken
by a small number of faults with displacements of >10 m, and
a large number of small faults most of which have
displacements of <1 m (Figure 2). Many of the faults are well
exposed in the intertidal area where they separate areas in
which there is a minor change in dip direction. One result of
this is that the beds exposed in the western part of Church Cliffs
are almost horizontal, those in the eastern part dip west, and
those in East Cliff dip east.
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Figure 2. The principal geological features and engineering works in the seaward part of the Phase IV and adjacent areas superimposed
on a Channel Coast Organisation (CCO) orthorectified aerial photograph taken 15th July 2012.
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GEOLOGICAL

Figure 3. Generalised Vertical Section for the Jurassic rocks of the
Lyme Regis area.
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SURVEYS AND MONITORING

In 1988, West Dorset District Council (WDDC), in its role as
coast-protection authority, initiated engineering, hydrological,
geomorphological and geological research to obtain the data
necessary to enable long-term engineering solutions to be
designed that would minimise the risks to Lyme Regis
associated with marine erosion and landslides. The resulting
engineering works, Phases I to IV, included the construction of
new sea walls, the replenishment of beach deposits and the
stabilisation of the coastal landslides. Between 1995 and 2012
WDDC commissioned geological surveys to enable comparison
to be made between alternative environmental improvement
works. These included descriptions of the cliff and foreshore
exposures within and adjacent to the town; extensive drilling
programmes in the Phase II and Phase IV areas; a study of the
landslide mechanisms in and adjacent to the Phase IV area
(Gallois, 2008b); and a review the scientific importance of the
site within its historical context. The cliff and foreshore
exposures in the Phase IV area were compared with those to
the west of the town in order to identify any geological features
that might make the Phase IV site uniquely valuable for
particular aspects of future geological research and which might
therefore influence the choice of design for the Phase IV works.
The geological surveys included the preparation of a large-scale
(1:1000) geological map of the area beneath and adjacent to the
new sea wall down to mid-tide level. This was made using a
combination of site surveys, orthographically rectified aerial
photographs taken for the Channel Coast Observatory (CCO),
and GPS measurements. Particular attention was paid to the
positions and thicknesses of the limestone beds in the Blue Lias
on which the footings for the new sea wall would be founded.
The Blue Lias successions exposed in Church Cliffs, East Cliff
and Devonshire Head were measured and photographed in
order to determine the degree to which individual limestone
beds were laterally variable, and for comparison with the
exposures in the footings trench for the new sea wall.
The geological importance of the cliff and foreshore
exposures adjacent to Lyme Regis is reflected in their
designations as Geological Conservation Review (GCR) sites for
Lower Jurassic Stratigraphy (Simms et al., 2004), Fossil Fishes
(Dineley and Metcalf, 1999), Fossil Reptiles (Benton and
Spencer, 1995) and Coastal Geomorphology (May and Hansom,
2003). The whole of the Phase IV area falls within the Dorset
and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site (the ‘Jurassic Coast'
WHS) and the West Dorset Coast SSSI, and the seaward part
within the Sidmouth to West Bay Special Area of Conservation
(SAC). In addition to the geological investigations carried out as
part of multidisciplinary studies, they were also necessary to
ensure that the scientific designations listed above were not
harmed. Foremost among these were the GCR and WHS
designations and the need to ensure that the engineering works
would not destroy or restrict access to any unique part of the
geological succession. In addition, the works were geologically
monitored with the result that, taken together, the pre-works
surveys and the monitoring led to a better understanding of the
geological succession and geological processes.
The planning consent for the Phase IV works included a
requirement for the sections exposed in the footings trench for
the new sea wall and in the inland drainage trenches to be
geologically recorded. The monitoring by the author included
recording sections in the footings trench and adjacent areas
from which the beach deposits had been removed to enable the
stratigraphy and geological structure of the beach and adjacent
areas to be better understood. Mr Paddy Howe of Lyme Regis
Museum was commissioned by WDDC to examine the trench
spoil, mostly slabs of mudstone deposited in the intertidal area,
to collect any lithological or paleontological specimens of
scientific interest, and to arrange for their preservation and
archiving. He reported (in Gallois, 2015) that:
“About 150 specimens were collected. They include
ammonites, fish remains including shark teeth of several
different species, isolated ichthyosaur bones including a
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Figure 4. Evolution of the principal active
landslides in the Black Ven-Spittles
landslide complex during the period 1891
to 2005. (a) 1891 based on Ordnance
Survey six-inch (1:10,560 scale) maps.
(b) 1947 based on unrectified RAF aerial
photographs: Sortie CPE/UK/1947. (c) 2005
based on orthorectified aerial photographs:
copyright UK Perspectives.
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Figure 5. (a) Middle part of Church Cliffs, 1896. View ENE from near the church. The cliff is largely protected by an apron of fallen blocks
of Blue Lias limestone. (b) Detail of the Blue Lias and basal Shales-with-Beef in the middle part of Church Cliffs c. 1900. See Figure 3 for
explanation of limestone bed numbers. (c) South western and middle parts of Church Cliffs, c. 1912. (d) Oblique aerial view of the south
western end of Church Cliffs, 1925, showing the erosional embayment between the Eastern Jetty and St Michael's Church. All four
photographs reproduced by permission of Lyme Regis Museum.

single vertebra from a very large individual, belemnites,
crinoids, trace fossils, phragmoteuthids including one
showing potential soft-part preservation, bivalves,
brachiopods, coprolites, and at least one plant specimen
(probably a horsetail), only one of four known from the
Lias.”

GEOLOGY

OF THE

PHASE IV

WORKS AREA

The Phase IV works area can be divided into three parts for
geological purposes.

Church Cliffs and East Cliff
Early photographs show Church Cliffs to consist of a lower,
vertical part composed of Blue Lias overlain by an irregular
(mostly 15° to 40°) slope underlain by deeply weathered
Shales-with-Beef and, in its highest part, by Head Deposits
(Figure 5a). A low westerly dip in the Jurassic rocks causes the
height of the Blue Lias cliff to increase in a north easterly
direction. At the NE end of the cliff, the top of the Blue Lias
(Bed 49) is at c. +25 m O.D., falling to c. +10 m O.D. at the SW
end. The youngest limestone beds exposed beneath the 1956
sea wall were Bed 39 at its SW end, Bed 31 in the middle part
and Bed 13 at the NE end.
Even without the stone quarrying the SW end of Church
Cliffs, where much of the cliff is composed of deeply weathered
Shales-with-Beef, was always susceptible to rapid marine
erosion. In the more central and north-easterly area, where the
Blue Lias forms a more substantial cliff, the strata were subject
to hydraulic fracturing along joints and faults that gave rise to
6

an irregular cliff face (Figure 5b). In addition, prior to the
construction of the 1910 sea wall, enhanced erosion occurred at
the SW end of Church Cliffs where it joined the Eastern Jetty. A
similar rapid rate of erosion was repeated at the SW end of East
Cliff where it joins the 1957 sea wall (Figure 2).
The highest part of the Blue Lias and the basal bed of the
Shales-with-Beef are discontinuously exposed above the 1957
sea wall, mostly in the NE part of Church Cliffs. East Cliff
exposes the whole of the upper part of the Blue Lias (Lang’s
Beds 1 to 49) and up to 10 m of the lower part of the Shaleswith-Beef (Lang’s Beds 50 to 55), albeit in vertical or nearvertical cliffs that are poorly accessible. The Blue Lias
succession shows little lateral variation in East Cliff where Beds
3 to 49 have been exposed from time to time over a distance of
c. 250 m: Beds 1 and 2 have rarely been exposed in recent
years.

Intertidal area
The intertidal area can be divided into two
geomorphological zones, a narrow strip of mobile beach
sediments and the extensive rock platform of Broad Ledge. The
distribution of the beach sediments has varied considerably
over the past 100 years. Historic photographs show that prior to
the construction of the 1910 groynes much of the area fronting
Church Cliffs was sediment free (Figure 5a, b). Even after the
construction of these groynes, relatively permanent beach
deposits were confined to the embayment at the SW end of
Church Cliffs (Figure 5c, d). These extended to cover most of
the upper intertidal area after the construction of the 1969
groynes (Figure 2).
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The intertidal area comprises a wide expanse of limestone
ledges and mudstone slacks with patchy mobile beach
sediments (mostly sand) that are almost entirely confined to the
nearshore area. There are extensive outcrops of Beds 13 to 37
in the area adjacent to the 1957 sea wall and of Beds 23 to 49
in Broad Ledge where the outcrop is affected by faulting and
gentle folding (Figure 2). Within each fault-bounded area, the
displacements on the faults are determined by the disparity in
dip on either side of the faults which act as hinge lines that
separate beds with different dip directions. For example, at its
SW end the Broad Ledge Fault separates beds with opposing
dips that bring Bed 19 into contact with Bed 33, a displacement
of 4.5 m. At its NE end, where the dips on either side of the
fault are in similar directions, Bed 31 is in contact with Bed 32,
a displacement of < 0.5 m. A few of the faults can be traced for
>400 m, but most die out within <100 m. In addition, there are
two prominent fractures on the site which act as hinges but
across which there is no displacement. Some of the fractures in
the foreshore outcrops occur as a sharp break, others are
accompanied by a fracture zone up to 0.6 metres wide which
has been picked out by marine erosion. Two of the faults pass
beneath the 1957 sea wall where fracture zones up to 0.5 wide
along the line of the faults have been artificially partially sealed
with a mixture of beach gravel and bitumen.

Inland area
The inland area comprises mostly low-angle (<10°) slopes
largely covered by sandy Head deposits up to c. 5m thick with

a small area of active landslides in the Shales-with-Beef in the
south-eastern part of the area. The Phase IV landslide
remediation works included drains up to 5 m deep to intercept
water flowing through the Head Deposits, 2500 soil nails
anchored into the Blue Lias to stabilise the landslides above
Church Cliffs, and a contiguous pile wall anchored into the Blue
Lias to prevent an active landslide in the Shales-with-Beef at the
NE end of Church Cliffs from migrating inland (Figure 2).
Although the middle and upper parts of the Shales-with-Beef,
the whole of the Black Ven Marl and the basal beds of the
Belemnite Marl were proved by the Phase IV site-investigation
boreholes to be present in the inland area, only the highest part
of the Shales-with-Beef has been exposed.

GEOLOGY

EXPOSED BY THE ENGINEERING WORKS

Sea wall footings
The geology that would be encountered in the footings
trench was anticipated from the large-scale version of the
geological map of the intertidal area summarised in Figure 2.
Throughout the full length of the footing, the founding bed was
chosen to be a sufficiently strong limestone to resist being
undermined by marine erosion for at least 60 years. The latter
was based on estimates by URS Infrastructure and Environment
Ltd (URS) of erosion rates based on old maps and photographs
(Anon, 2012). In those areas where there was only one
limestone bed suitable for a foundation the minimum depth of
the seaward side of the footings trench was 900mm below the

Figure 6. Sketch section normal to Church Cliffs showing the relationship of the geology to the construction details of the 1956 and new
sea walls. Based on Anon, 2012: URS drawing 47063554-URS-Ae-XS-104.
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Figure 7. Geological section along the sea wall footings trench showing the founding level of the new sea wall.

rock platform. Where an intermediate bed of strong limestone
was present, the minimum depth was reduced to 600m
provided that the intermediate bed was at a minimum depth of
300 mm below the rock platform (Anon, 2012). The footings
trench was 0.75 m wide and varied from 0.6 m to 2.0 m deep
depending on the underlying geology. Each bay was founded
on one of the thicker tabular limestone beds that had been
shown from a comparison of the successions exposed in East
Cliff and the intertidal outcrops to be laterally persistent.
A sketch section through the old and new sea walls showing
the relationship of the footings trench to the geology is shown
in Figure 6. The deepest footings were those at the western end
of the new wall (Figure 7) where limestone beds in the
Gumption Shales, some of which were tabular beds longer than
the 6 m length of a single construction bay, were not
considered to be a suitable foundation because of the lateral
variability of their strength and thickness. In the intertidal area
they crop out as the caps of mushroom-like outliers due to their
tendency to be undermined by marine erosion. The shallowest
footings were those at the eastern end of the sea wall where the
limestone beds are close together with the result that, in
addition to a basal bed of limestone, there are one or more
intermediate limestones within the footings.
The trench was made up of forty four 5 to 6 m long bays that
were excavated one at a time during the period May 2013 to
January 2014 using an excavator that could be equipped with a
rotating milling head or a bucket. The former was used to cut
through the limestone beds (Figure 8a) and to produce a neat
slot. The latter allowed the mudstones (Figure 8b), which
proved to be relatively easy to break along combinations of
steeply dipping joints and bedding planes, to be excavated as
large slabs without destroying the fossil content. The debris was
tipped in the intertidal area adjacent to the works site where it
was washed by the sea and could be safely examined at low
tide. Immediately after the footings trench had been excavated
to its required depth, a process that occupied a minimum of
one tidal window, it was backfilled with rubble for safety
reasons. When the custom-made, steel reinforcing cage was
ready for insertion (this differed for each bay), up to three
weeks after the excavation of the trench, the backfilled rubble
was removed and the trench became accessible for inspection.
In order to fit in with the requirement to insert and make any
adjustments to the reinforcing cage and to complete the
concreting within the tight timetable imposed by the tide, the
excavation was usually available for geological inspection for
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30 to 40 minutes. This proved to be ample time to clean the
sides of the trench with a pressure washer, insert Acrow props
and trench sheets to allow safe access (conforming to the
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations, 2007, Para
31 Excavations), and to geologically record the section. This
was made possible by having in advance detailed measured
sections for the Blue Lias succession at outcrop in East Cliff and
west of the town, and a detailed map of the outcrops of the
limestone beds adjacent to the footings trench.

Inland area
The trenches adjacent to Spittles Lane and in the adjacent
carpark all proved sandy Head deposits derived from the Upper
Greensand with increasing amounts of deeply weathered
Charmouth Mudstone incorporated in their lower part. The
deeper trenches penetrated what was presumed from the
geological surveys to be the top part of the Shales-with-Beef,
but this was too weathered to be stratigraphically identifiable.
Each of the shafts for the contiguous pile wall, which is sited
on the upper part of the Shales-with-Beef, was total-gamma-ray
logged in order to ensure that all of the piles were founded a
sufficient distance into the limestone beds in the Blue Lias.

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

The construction of the new sea wall and the Phase IV
landslide stabilisation works on the east side of Lyme Regis in
2012–15 marked the culmination of over 20 years of
multidisciplinary studies designed to ensure that the most
efficient and cost effective environmental improvement works
could be carried out without damage to either the highly
sensitive habitats in the adjacent area or the ‘Jurassic Coast’
World Heritage Site. The site investigation, preparatory studies
and monitoring produced a large amount of geotechnical and
geological data that have enhanced the scientific value of the
‘Jurassic Coast’ WHS and have provided a better understanding
of the natural erosional and landslide processes that affect this
part of the coastline. The latter will enable the possible
advantages and disadvantages of any proposed future remedial
works to be better assessed. Taken together, the geological
surveys initiated by WDDC have not only served their principal
purpose of providing the necessary site-investigation data to
enable the engineering works to be carried out in the most
efficient way, but have also provided additional stratigraphical
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Figure 8. Excavating the footings trench for the new sea wall. (a) Milling through one of the limestone beds. (b) Excavating through the
mudstones with a bucket excavator. (c) Securing the rock armour to protect the haulage route and the footings excavation. (d) The footings
trench was flooded within a few minutes at most high tides. (e) Intersection of the Groyne 12 Fault with the footings trench 5 m W of Groyne
12. The displacement here is c. 0.7 m to the west. View NW. (f) Detail of the old remedial fill, comprising well rounded flint and chert beach
cobbles in a bitumastic paste, in the 0.4 to 0.5 m wide fracture zone along the line of the fault. (g) The erosional slot that had formed along
the line of the fault was filled with concrete adjacent to Groyne 12 to prevent the 1956 sea wall being undermined. View N. (h) Much
(possibly all) of the 1956 sea wall was founded directly on Blue Lias limestones and mudstones. Increased scour adjacent to some of the
more easterly groynes, including Groyne 16, had at times of low beach level exposed parts of the base of the wall and had caused local
undermining. View NW.
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Figure 9. (a) Section exposed in the footings trench at the western end of Bay 44, showing the intersection of the Allotments Fault with the
Bay 44 trench. View NE, 22nd August 2013, uncorrected for parallax/perspective. (b) View NE from the new sea wall 25th February 2016
showing part of the extensive bare-rock platform that has become exposed since the completion of the wall. (c) View SW across the rock
platform on the 25th February 2016 along the line of Fault C which was concealed beneath beach deposits and was unknown prior to the
completion of the new sea wall.

data for the Blue Lias and Shales-with-Beef, and new insights
into the landslide mechanisms in the Black Ven-Spittles
landslide complex. The revised stratigraphy for both the Blue
Lias Formation and the Shales-with-Beef Member will enable
future palaeontological collecting to be more accurately
calibrated against the lithological successions.
Concerns expressed at the design stage that the works would
destroy or make inaccessible some unique part of the Jurassic
stratigraphical succession proved unfounded. Not only were the
engineering works designed to avoid damage to the geological
value of the site, most unusually for such works, some features
were included to enhance the geological interest. The sea wall
was designed to resist storm damage for a minimum of 60 years
without the usual protective rock armour and/or beach
replenishment, and the 1910 and 1969 groynes were removed
to keep the beach clear of sediment. Since the completion of
the sea wall in July 2014 the intertidal area fronting the wall has
been almost entirely sediment free (Figure 9a, b) with the result
the geology is currently better exposed than at any previous
time on record. In addition, instead of extending the sea wall
eastwards to prevent cliff erosion and possible reactivation of
the overlying landslide in the north east part of the site,
engineering works in the form of the contiguous pile wall and
additional soil nails were used to protect properties from the
landslide. This has allowed active erosion to continue in East
Cliff and has preserved and enhanced the type section of Lang’s
(1914) Blue Lias Beds 1 to 49. Finally, the new sea wall has
provided easier and safer access to the geology of the intertidal
area and East Cliff for educational groups and those of lesser
physical ability.
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